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 A line from George Washington 
 
Finally, here is episode 13 
of Tiger & Bunny. This is 
the equivalent of eating  
0.8 cans of Coca-Cola if the 
 
epoxy has been completely  
removed. Better to be alone,  
face covered in a light dust- 
ing of flour. Concealer is a  
 
beauty essential that can hide  
undereye circles It feels a  
bit strange sitting in a café.  
But. You could always rent. 
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The Greater Horseshoe Bat 
 
Under the rules 
issued by the U.S. 
Postal Service, an 
untidy & diffuse  
body of customary  
law, the book, How  
to Quit School & Get a 
Real Bisphosphonate- 
 
affected Guinea Pig, is  
now not classed as 
a statement of intent 
but the congruence  
of theoretical 
orientation. Brokers 
are viewing the  
scrip as undervalued. 



De-sert / des-ert 
 
In a 
dry spell 
 
look for 
 
pre-existing 
structures. 
 
Words in 
a list. Alpha- 
bet easy. 
 
Else.  
 
Just  
        words. 
 
        List- 
less. 
 
 



Four geographies  
 
Hortense, GA 
 
                                     She sighed as she 
                                                   poured the last of 
                                          her cardamom seeds  
                              into the mortar, moist- 
                                  ening them with a little  
                                                alcohol—last year her  
                                      mother said the alchemy  
                                           was a bit too dry. The  
                               proselytisation of reality tv  
                                                means its constant  
                                 advertisements take scant 
                                          time to start to suffocate. 
 
 
Carson National Park 
 
First we look for a 
few extra hints— 
a clever move if  
you're a rock music  
fan. Then we answer  
 
a rhetorical musical  
question— how many 
protesters threw  
“punches & ice chunks”  
at police? Finally we 
 
debate the long-term  
trends these numbers  
represent. Do they   
mean it will rain in  
Los Alamos tomorrow? 
 



Gdansk 
 
Skeptics say there is  
no easy way to test  
 
claims that any loosely  
defined subset of furry  
 
ponchos, fur-lined flip- 
flops, & sweater sets  
 
adorned with broaches  
will continue to float  
 
when cream is added 
to the pumpkin broth. 
 
 
 
 
Charlesburg 

In any world in which 
Conservative politics & 

 
the profit motive dom- 
inate, there will never 

 
be need to justify  

turning grain storage  
 

sites into missile silos or  
nuclear waste repositories. 

 
 



Warzone Earth has 14 trophies that can be earned 
 
de- 
fining themselves & subverting  
the stereotypes :  
 
the  
more animated & pro- 
tracted the discussion : 
 
/ characterized by 
&  
formed with / 
:  
Exxon turns to paper towels for oil spill clean-up : 
A production company creating quality moving images : 
Scan takes a close look at your baby & your uterus : 
Disappointment, & disgrace, & calamity were the only fruits. 
 
What is the logic, if any?  
: it was a fairly straightforward interface : 
: must have lived on an island.  
 
A few days ago I created some new music_ 
_a big jump from the old garage band_  
_you can imagine how excited I was. 
 
a complete anomaly 
a concentration of  
supports all : 
 
I shot a nice bull moose last year & am considering varnishing the antlers_ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


